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THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE IN FOR-PROFIT HIGHER EDUCATION 

Merger and acquisition activity and strategic partnerships have been on the rise in the higher education sector.  Competitive pressures, revenue 

constraints, and shifting demographics have challenged institutions to guard their current and future resources more closely.  A newly minted 

example is California private nonprofit, National University’s acquisition of Northcentral University, a for-profit online university.  On February 7th, 

National sold tax-exempt and taxable bonds totaling $170.7 million to fund the acquisition.  In addition to being one of the first tax-exempt bond 

issuances to finance intangible assets, it adds to a growing list of strategic transactions crossing the for-profit and nonprofit sectors.   

Many nonprofit institutions continue to evaluate public-private partnerships (P3s) related to assets such as housing, parking, and utilities, though 

some are looking to outsource core functions, such as admissions and program development.  Transactions like the Purdue-Kaplan example, 

highlighted in the table below along with other examples, can be viewed as a P3 for academic programs.  Understanding each party’s perspective 

and motivations, including business strategy, higher education delivery methods, and the current regulatory environment is key. 

Nonprofit Perspective – Recent examples have centered on how to access non-traditional markets or delivery models and achieve scale relatively 

quickly.  While many have tried with mixed results, institutions like Liberty University and University of Southern New Hampshire have grown 

their online enrollment exponentially and may ultimately become “category killers”, increasing closures and M&A activity among smaller 

institutions.  In the case of National, the acquisition furthers the university's mission of targeting one of the fastest-growing segments of higher 

education – adult learners.  In our opinion, the analysis for a non-profit institution should start with an understanding of the target market 

(undergraduate, graduate, adult learners) and differentiating factors for the platform.  In some cases, an institution may consider “buying” an 

online delivery platform to scale up quickly versus the financial cost of “building” the online delivery platform.  However, we believe it is important 

to consider the reputational costs of outsourcing, expertise of the partner, the soundness of projections, and revenue sharing implications. 

For-Profit Perspective – Our view is that the decision to sell Northcentral was financially driven.  Rockbridge Growth Equity LLC purchased 

Northcentral in 2008, when it had enrollment of approximately 5,000 and annual revenue of $31 million and grew it to 9,000 students and annual 

revenue of $120 million.  In addition, Northcentral will continue to focus on its niche market – online master’s and doctoral degrees – and enjoy 

the resources that a larger system can afford in terms of strategic marketing and shared services.   

In other instances, the 90-10 rule has been a driving factor in conversions from for-profit to nonprofit.  The 90-10 rule is a federal law barring 

for-profit colleges from receiving more than 90% of their revenues from Department of Education Title IV federal student aid, which includes 

student loans and grants.  The premise of the rule is that if a for-profit college offers a quality education but not at a competitive price, someone 

other than the federal government should be willing to pay to attend that institution.  Some struggling institutions such as Ashford University, 

Herzing University, and Remington College, have used a conversion to nonprofit status as a way to survive.  This of course does not address the 

fundamental issues of whether an institution’s programs make it a viable business or whether it should partner with another institution. 

Select For-Profit/Nonprofit Activity

Institution Description

In July 2018, Grand Canyon Education (a shared services partner) sold Grand Canyon University to a nonprofit entity 

that will retain the GCU name. The transaction returns GCU to its historical roots as a nonprofit university (1949 - 

2004).  The purchase price was approximately $875 million, which GCU paid through the issuance of a seven-year, 

senior secured note.  GCE also entered into a long-term master services agreement with GCU.

In March 2018 Purdue launched Purdue University Global following the acquisition of Kaplan University, a major for-

profit provider of online education. Purdue acquired Kaplan, with about 29,000 students, citing the acquisition as a 

pathway to extend its land grant mission.  Purdue Global is controlled and supervised by Purdue University and 

Purdue's board of trustees and has a long-term support agreement with Kaplan Higher Education.

Ashford University is an online for-profit university owned by Bridgepoint Education.  Ashford previously maintained a 

traditional campus in Iowa that was closed in 2016 due to enrollment declines.  In 2018, Bridgepoint merged Ashford 

with the University of the Rockies (another for-profit university) and planned to convert Ashford to a nonprofit 

institution.  The conversion is still being reviewed by the IRS, regulators, and accreditors.
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10 THINGS WE’RE WATCHING 

1) University of Iowa announced that it will explore a potential P3 for its utility system with an RFQ process scheduled for April. 

2) Creighton University plans to open a new medical school in Phoenix and NYU plans to open a new medical school on Long Island. 

3) Record gifts have been announced internationally at University of Cambridge (100 million pounds) and McGill University (C$200 million). 

4) Ventas will invest $1.5 billion in research and innovation facilities at colleges throughout the country starting with Arizona State University. 

5) Eleven universities joined the University Blockchain Research Initiative, a $50 million program backed by cryptocurrency firm Ripple. 

6) BB&T and SunTrust have agreed to merge in a deal that would make the combined entity the sixth largest in the U.S. based on assets. 

7) UNC Chapel Hill issued $150.9 million of LIBOR-based indexed notes that will have a tender in 2021 just before the planned LIBOR sunset. 

8) The College of New Rochelle has been unable to recover from financial scandals and announced that it will likely close in 2019. 

9) Wall Street firms are raising billions of dollars for “opportunity funds” while federal regulations for opportunity zones are yet to be finalized. 

10) The U.S. Treasury Department announced the suspension of sales of State and Local Government Series (SLGS) securities as of March 1st. 
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1 Source:  Bloomberg, Lipper; Current rates shown as of February 28, 2019 

SHORT-TERM INTEREST RATES LONG-TERM INTEREST RATES

12 Months Ago 6 Months Ago 1 Month Ago Current 12 Months Ago 6 Months Ago 1 Month Ago Current

SIFMA 1.09% 1.58% 1.29% 1.74% 30-Year MMD 3.06% 3.01% 3.10% 2.96%

1-Month LIBOR 1.67% 2.07% 2.50% 2.49% 30-Year UST 3.13% 3.03% 3.06% 3.09%

US TREASURY YIELD CURVE SLOPE TAX-EXEMPT BOND FUND FLOWS ($MM)

12 Months Ago 6 Months Ago 1 Month Ago Current 12 Months Ago 6 Months Ago 1 Month Ago Current

2Yr vs. 10Yr 0.62% 0.21% 0.15% 0.21% TE Fund Flows 347 378 834 1,700

10Yr vs. 30 Yr 0.26% 0.15% 0.31% 0.36% Rolling 3M Avg 288 387 33 691
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